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Abstract 

Ceramics of Castelli, town in the province of Teramo – Italy – is the most famous expression of a craft tradition 

spread a little everywhere in the region of Abruzzo, from the Majella to the Gran Sasso. A tradition of more than 

a thousand years is rooted in the nature of the place: the birth of the ceramics of Castelli, in fact, is due first of all 

to the presence of clay in the soil around the old town, and of course the abundance of water and wood needed to 

fuel the furnaces in which the creations of the artisans were cooked. The rest, that is to become the great ceramic 

of Castelli, was created by the Benedictine monks, who first taught the pottery artwork to local craftspeople. 

Beautiful objects can be seen not only in the Museum of Ceramics of Castelli in Abruzzo, but also in the 

Hermitage in St. Petersburg, the Victorian and Albert Museum in London and the Metropolitan in New York. It 

is precisely for this reason that ceramics of Castelli must control its products to avoid defects. Defects in the 

ceramic body are usually originated during the pressing stage due to incorrect use of parameters or to improper 

selection of raw materials. These defects are generally characterized by the inclusion of heterogeneous materials 

or agglomerates, which decreases the structural strength jeopardizing the final quality of the fabricated 

workpiece. The use of non-destructive testing can help in detecting defective workpieces, in order to improve the 

quality of this production. In this work, holographic interferometry (HI) and infrared thermography (IRT) 

allowed the identification of real and simulated defects in a sample called “L’Arbitro” (the referee) painted using 

mostly yellow, green and orange, which are the typical colours of the Italian ceramics of Castelli. 
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1.  Introduction 
 

Pottery is clay that is modelled, dried, and fired, usually with a glaze or finish, into a vessel or 

decorative object. It is important to note that a clay body is not the same thing as clay. Clay 

bodies are clay mixed with additives that give the clay different properties when worked and 

fired; thus pottery is not made from raw clay but a mixture of clay and other materials. 

The potter can form his product in one of many ways. Clay may be modelled by hand or with 

the assistance of a pottery’s wheel, may be jiggered using a tool that copies the form of a 

master model onto a production piece, may be poured into a mold and dried, or cut or stamped 

into squares or slabs. The methods for forming pottery are as varied as the artisans who create 

them [1]. Pottery must be fired to a temperature high enough to mature the clay, meaning that 

the high temperature hardens the workpiece to enable it to hold water. An integral part of this 

firing is the addition of liquid glaze (it may be painted on or dipped in the glaze) to the surface 

of the unfired pot, which changes chemical composition and fuses to the surface of the fired 

pot. Then, the pottery is called vitreous, meaning it can hold water [2]. Defects in ceramic are 

of interest to potters and ceramic manufacturers because they are a major cause of financial 
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loss. Defects in ceramics can be generated by different causes, such as: raw materials and 

batching errors, forming operations, drying operations, bisk firing operations, glazing and 

glost firing operations, decaling operations, enamelling operations and gilding operations [3].  

A substantial tool to help conservation researchers and practitioners to visualize the invisible 

but constant disintegration process in these materials, has been introduced by the coordinated 

use of HNDT (Holographic Interferometry) and TNDT (Infrared Thermography) in similar 

objects without painting [4]. Because of this large amount of defects involving the ceramic 

manufacturing stage, a sample with defects of various types and sizes was fabricated, in order 

to test the validity of the integrated techniques previously described. 

 

2.  Description of the specimen: “L’arbitro” sample (The Referee)  
 

In Figure 1 the Referee specimen is shown. Inside the ceramic tile, having a size of 98 x 200 

mm, or in the wood frame, fabricated defects were included (1: mastic for sealing joints and 

fittings threaded piping, natural gas, propane and butane, hot and cold water, 2: two-

component epoxy adhesive extra strong for bonding metals, 3a and 3b: piece of iron, 4: void, 

5: silicone) during the pressing process, with the purpose to simulate inclusions or 

inhomogeneities. Defects, are of various sizes (from Φ = 4 mm to Φ = 8 mm of diameter) and 

placed at different depths, z (from 5 to 20 mm). 

 

 
Figure 1. The Referee specimen: photographs and location of the defects 

 

The wet grinding was carried out in a rotary mill drum, adding to the mix a quantity of water 

in the order of 30 - 40%. It is obtained an aqueous suspension, called slip. With the forming 

method adopted, the product was subjected to process of regulating the water content.  

This method can enhance the ability of a mixture to provide a highly compact microstructure 

(vitrified), even with rapid firing cycles and lower temperatures. The “slip”, in the traditional 

techniques of casting, is poured into a plaster molder, reproducing the complex form (in our 

case a box), of the artifact to be achieve. After a time period of several hours (in our case 36 

h), the component is extracted from the mold and started to the subsequent phases. The slip 

casting must be smooth and stable even with relatively low water content (20 – 30%): to this 

aim, deflocculants eligible were used. Later, the workpiece was left to dry. This process, 

called curing, was designed to remove from the formed workpiece the dough water in a 



controlled mode, so as to safeguard the integrity and regularity of the shape and size of the 

workpiece and, in our case, not to lead to breaking the designed workpiece. Generally, the 

drying was carried out at temperatures lower than 100 °C and, for a ceramic workpiece of 

large size, can last 24 hours [5]. Subsequent, firing, glazing and painting operations were 

carried out on the Referee sample. During these phases the real defects highlighted by TSR, 

Lock-in and HI were formed (Figures 5, 6 and 7). 

 

3.  Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) Methods 
 

3.1 Pulsed Thermography (PT) 

 

In pulsed thermography (PT) [6, 7, 8] the specimen surface is submitted to a short heat pulse 

using high power energy sources such as photographic flashes as shown in Figure 2. The 

duration of the pulse may vary from a few milliseconds (~ 2-15 ms) to several seconds 

depending on the thermophysical properties of the specimen and the flaw. After the thermal 

front interacts with the specimen’s surface, heat transmits from the surface to the bulk of the 

specimen. As time elapses, defective zones will appear at higher or lower temperature with 

respect to non defective zones on the surface, depending on the thermal properties of both the 

material and the defect. The surface temperature evolution is monitored in transitory regime 

using an infrared camera. A synchronization unit is needed to control the time between the 

launch of the thermal pulse and the recording by using the infrared camera. The one-

dimensional solution of the Fourier equation for a Dirac delta function in a semi-infinite 

isotropic solid is given by [9]: 
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where Q is the energy absorbed by the surface [J/m
2
] and T0 is the initial temperature [K]. At 

the surface (z = 0), Eq. (1) can be rewritten as: 
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] is the effusivity. 

 
Figure 2. Pulsed thermography experimental configuration 

 

3.1.1 Thermographic Signal Reconstruction (TSR) 

In subsurface defects detection, contrast and quality of the thermal data captured represent a 

critical point. Low contrast image and noisy image may hide the revelation of subsurface 



defect. The most promising technique for noise reduction is thermographic signal 

reconstruction (TSR) which is recently developed by Shepard et al. in 2001 [10] and got 

patented in 2003 [11]. The algorithm of TSR is presented as follows.  

This method implemented the well-known relationship (1) described above. The equation is 

applied assuming that the lateral diffusion components are nearly cancelled in a defect-free 

sample. When subsurface defects are present in the sample, the incident heat flow from the 

sample surface is impeded and hence the one-dimensional heat diffusion equation does not 

hold locally. Therefore, it can be said that when there are defects, the one-dimensional 

diffusion principal breaks down. Cooling of normal and anomalies will be separated and 

hence identification on defects can be easily made. Time evolution of the surface temperature 

in the logarithmic domain after responded to pulse heating is as follows: 
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Nowadays, the ceramic industry is looking for more convenient and fast methods for 

detection of smaller and deeper defects. Therefore, reconstructions of data sequences are 

developed for investigation since it facilitates the creation of time-derivative images. 

Normally, experimental data are excellently fit into a polynomial equation as shown in the 

following: 
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A low-order expansion is applied intentionally as a low-pass filter which preserves the 

essential thermal response. Low-pass filter is applied since there should be no sudden jump in 

thermal energy. Once the raw data fitted into Equation (4), it can be reconstructed as follows: 
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(5) 

Besides noise reduction, another advantage of TSR method is that it facilitates creation of 

derivative image without adding additional noise contributions. The major advantage of TSR 

derivative image is it shows apparent reduction of diffusion blurring since derivative images 

provide earlier indications of the presence of subsurface defect than normal contrast images 

on the same target. Time-derivatives processing enhance the detectability of the defect by 

increasing the signal-to-background contrast. The derivatives thermograms are much more 

sensitive to small changes in temperature amplitude than raw signal. In time-derivative 

analysis, each pixel time history is differentiated using the following expression
 
[12]: 
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Given that diffusion blurring has increasing influence on the observation of subsurface defect 

in the time sequence, blurring effect can be reduced with the possible earlier indication of the 

presence of defects. In addition, problems such as non-uniform heating, emissivity variations, 

environmental reflections and surface geometry have a great impact on raw thermal data [13]. 

In time derivative thermo sequence, the indication of defects will appear darker and then 

lighter than the intact region because the heat trapped above the defect slows down the 

cooling of the surface. However, it will eventually cool down more rapidly than the intact 

region at the later stage. Besides reducing the diffusion blurring effects, time-derivatives 

processing is also capable to reduce the influence of uneven heat distribution since the time 

derivative image is considering the temperature change instead of temperature amplitude. The 



relationship of first and second derivatives temperature decay curve to contrast curve explains 

that second derivative peak time is always shown first and followed by first derivative peak 

time and lastly the maximum contrast peak. It means that second derivative image gives the 

earliest indications of the presence of a subsurface defect compared with the temperature 

contrast image. The initial inflection point in the temperature contrast curve of a pixel 

corresponds to the peak of second derivative curve [14, 15]. 

 

3.2  Lock-in Thermography (LT) 

 

In lock-in thermography (LT), the specimen’s surface is periodically illuminated by one or 

several modulated heating sources, e.g. halogen lamps, to inject thermal waves into the 

specimen [16, 17]. The periodic wave propagates by radiation through the air until it reaches 

the specimen surface where heat is produced and propagates through the material. 

Internal defects, acting as barriers for heat propagation, produce changes in amplitude and 

phase delay of the response signal at the surface. Figure 3 depicts the LT experimental 

configuration.  

 
Figure 3. Lock-in thermography experimental configuration 

 

The lamps send periodic waves (e.g. sinusoids) at a given modulation frequency ω, for at least 

one cycle, ideally until a steady state is achieved. Different techniques were developed to 

extract the amplitude and phase information. Fourier analysis is the preferred processing 

technique since it provides single images, ampligrams or phasegrams (the weighted average 

of all the images in a sequence). The Fourier’s law one-dimensional solution for a periodic 

thermal wave propagating through a semi-infinite homogeneous material may be expressed as 

[18]: 
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where T0 [°C] is the initial change in temperature produced by the heat source, ω [rad/s] is the 

modulation frequency (ω=2πf, with f being the frequency in Hz), λ [m] is the wavelength; and 

µ [m] is the diffusion length given by [18]: 
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Where α = k/ρcp [m
2
/s] is the thermal diffusivity, with k [W/m°C] being the thermal 

conductivity, ρ [kg/m
3
] the density, cp [J/kg °C] the specific heat; and f the thermal wave 

modulation frequency [19]. 

 



3.3  Holographic Interferometry (HI) 

 

Holographic interferometry is perhaps the most important development of holography and has 

proven to be a powerful NDT technique for the measurement of displacements and its 

derivative [20]. 

It is a whole field noncontact technique which requires the use of a standard hologram 

containing three dimensional information about an object. The basic goal of HI is the 

comparison of an object of interest with itself under different operating conditions (thermal or 

mechanical stresses). Changes of the surface of the object, which appear as a series of 

interference fringes overlaid on its image, can be observed to give information about 

deformation or displacement of the specimen. 

There are three basic methods of holographic interferometry: single exposure, double 

exposure and sandwich holography. Each method possesses certain advantages and 

disadvantages in particular test situations.  

In our case, the choice of the double-exposure technique proved to be the most appropriate in 

order to identify real and fabricated defects. 

 

3.3.1 Double-Exposure interferometry (DE) 

In double-exposure interferometry, one makes two successive holograms on the same film. 

For the first exposure the object is in some reference state, and for the second it is deformed 

under a thermal or mechanical stress. When the resulting hologram is reconstructed, the 

interference of the two holographic patterns gives rise to an image of the object covered by a 

set of interference fringes; where are present irregularities in the behaviour of the fringe 

pattern, we can obtain information about the presence of the defects. A double-exposed 

hologram can be stored and later reconstructed for analysis [21, 22].  

The fringes have a good contrast and the method is sensitive to changes on the scale of a 

wavelength of the light. It should be noted, however, that unlike real-time holographic 

interferometry, a double exposure gives no dynamic information. Recording intervals must 

therefore be selected carefully. 

Figure 4 shows the DE configuration (Plaser = 250 mW, texp = 1 s). 

 
Figure 4. Double-Exposure HI experimental configuration 

 

4.  Comparative Results 
 

The Referee sample was investigated with the use of Thermographic Signal Reconstruction 

approach during the long pulsed thermographic inspection and Lock-in Thermography.  



 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 

 
(c) 

 

 
(d) 

Figure 5. (a) Photograph with defect (in red) identified by TSR, (b) Raw image, (c) first time derivative image, 

(d) second time derivative image at t=107 s after the beginning of the 240 s heating up procedure, working on 

the frame rate of 3.5 Hz (Reflection mode). 

 

In the first analysis, the data acquisition was performed with the use of a Long wave infrared 

camera (ThermaCAM
TM

 SC640 operating from  7.5 to 13. 5 µm) of FPA type with image 

resolution 640 x 680 pixels (0.65 mrad) and thermal sensitivity 60 Mk at 30 
o
C, working on 

the maximum frequency of 30 Hz.  

The thermal stimulation was performed by heating the sample with two halogen lamps 

providing energy of 500 W each one.  

The inspection of the sample was performed both in reflection and transmission mode by 

testing different heating periods and sampling frequencies. The data obtained was processed 

using TSR approach. As can be seen in Figures 5 and 6, no good results were observed 

concerning the identification of the fabricated defects on the Referee sample, due to the 

reflections from the specimen’s surface. However, the real defect A was identified, confirmed 

as well by HI results (Figure 7). The Referee sample was further investigated, placing the 

camera at 45° angle opposite to the sample, in order to minimize the results from surface 

reflections.  
 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 

 
(c) 

 

 
(d) 

Figure 6. (a) Photograph with defect (in red) identified by TSR, (b) Raw image, (c) first time derivative image, 

(d) second time derivative image at t=66 s in the 20 min heating procedure and working on the frame rate of 1 

Hz (45
° 
angle).  

 

As mentioned previously, Lock-in Thermography technique was also used, in order to 

identify a greater number of fabricated defects, and to confirm the defects identified by TSR 

and HI.  

The experimental results obtained by Lock-in Thermography, will be discussed and analyzed 

during the Conference. 
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Interferometric analysis has provided an interesting contribution to the identification of 

defects described in Figure 1, as well as for the “satellite defects” associated with the previous 

ones [23].  

The interferogram shown in Figure 7a was obtained after stressing the Referee sample with a 

500 W lamp during 1 min at approximately 30 cm of distance from the front of the object. 

Further interferometric analysis were also repeated with different heating time (1 min and 15 s 

in Figure 7b and 1 min and 30 s in Figure 7c) and between the exposures (ti), in order to 

confirm the result shown in Figure 7a. The fabricated (in yellow or white) and real (in red) 

defect locations are highlighted for reference.  
 

 

 

(a) 

 

 

(b) 

 

 

(c) 

Figure 7. Overlap between three layers: visible image of the Referee sample, HI – DE result and defects map 

(a) DE ti = 3 min, (b) DE ti = 3 min and 30 sec, (c) DE ti = 4 min. 

 

All defects are identified by this technique, unless the defect 4 (void), which did not produce a 

detectable perturbation in the surface deformation, even with a heating time of 1 min and 30 s. 

Defect 1, due to the presence of a dark painting surface, although less obvious than others, is 

still in relief as seen in Figure 7c. Bearing in mind the importance of wooden defects (3a and 

3b), interested readers may consult [24].  

5.  Conclusions 
 

The pottery manufacturing industry is very competitive [25]. Tile manufacturers are 

constantly looking for new techniques to improve the quality of their products. However, 

factories continue to use human inspectors to grade the quality of their tiles, even if they are 

often affected by problems like eye fatigue or lack of attention.  

In this paper a tile inspection by optical and thermal NDT techniques was proposed. The 

advantage of using an inspection integrated system is twofold. Firstly, if the tiles are inspected 

before firing, defective samples can be recycled with advantages in the lower production costs 

and in the environmental impact. Secondly, the human operators can be alerted when the tile 

defect ratio rises above the alarm level (e.g., defect confirmed by both NDT techniques).  

In fact, the results integration obtained by HI and TSR techniques, inherent real defects on the 

sample described is very interesting, as well as the comparison between HI and Lock-In 

thermographic results on fabricated defects, is very promising. 
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